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the patch also comes with a few more smaller changes, such as audio quality improvements for halo: reach on xbox series x, and the ability to change the language selection to spanish for spanish xbox users. if you prefer to stay on the bleeding edge, the april 5 update is also available on xbox game pass now as well. of course, there are also some minor issues to be found, such as a few issues that are specific to xbox series x users, where certain onedrive files are missing or not visible after the installation process. some other changes that can be found in the update include a fix to play music during the loading screens, as well as a few other changes that have been outlined below. those of you who are interested in trying out this new halo infinite patch, the above links should get you started. with the april 5 update, halo infinite is
looking better than ever, and the extensive multiplayer suite is looking great to boot. the new matchmaking update is one of the better ones that has come with the game, as it has significantly reduced the amount of time it takes to make new matches. the only negative is that the new matchmaking is only available for xbox series x and xbox one x users, and those who are playing halo: reach on the xbox one are going to have to wait a bit longer. as the april 5 update is a minor release, it shouldn't cause any issues, and you can download it on your xbox if you are interested. so, if you're looking for a new halo game to play, the latest patch is definitely worth taking a look at, and you can download it on your xbox right now. if you're looking to try out halo infinite on the new xbox series x console, the april 5 update should make that

even easier for you. if you have any other questions regarding the latest halo infinite update, feel free to reach out to us on our official forums, or you can find us on twitter.
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